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WINTER 2016
Winter blues and your pet
The clouds are moving in, the wind is chilly and there is a slight dampness in the air.

ARANA HILLS VETERINARY CLINIC
FERNLANDS VETERINARY PRACTICE &
EVERTON HILLS VETERINARY SURGERY
ARANA HILLS VETERINARY CLINIC
18 Nepean Avenue
Arana Hills, QLD 4054
P: (07) 3851 1366
E: reception@aranahillsvet.com.au
W: vetkind.com.au

FERNLANDS VETERINARY PRACTICE
5/10 Woodhill Rd, Fernlands Shopping Village,
Ferny Hills, QLD 4055
P: (07) 3351 0500
E: reception@fernlandsvet.com.au
W: vetkind.com.au

EVERTON HILLS VETERINARY SURGERY
Everton Hills Shopping Village
Camelia Avenue, Everton Hills, QLD 4053
P: (07) 3355 6724
E: reception@evertonhillsvet.com.au
W: vetkind.com.au

OUR VETS
Dr Anita Berger BVSc
Dr Helen Byrnes BVSc MANZCVS
Dr Lauren Jordan BVSc
Dr Kano Shimizu BVSc
OUR NURSES
Eboni, Jennifer, Kate, Kerri, Nicole, Sarah
& Tameka.

CONSULTATION TIMES

Consultation by appointment preferred.

ARANA HILLS
Mon & Thurs
Tues, Wed & Fri
Sat

8:00am – 7:00pm
8:00am – 6:00pm
8:00am – 3:00pm

FERNLANDS
Mon to Fri
Sat

9.00am – 5.00pm
Closed

EVERTON HILLS
Mon to Fri
Sat

8.00am – 6.00pm
9:00am – 12:00noon

AFTER HOURS
Urgent medical problems contact
Pet ER, 263 Appleby Rd, Stafford Heights
Call (07) 3359 5333

You can’t wait to get back inside to sip your
favourite hot beverage and sit in front of the
heater. It’s the winter blues - and you’re not
the only one feeling it. Have you noticed
that your pet’s behaviour changes in
winter? Here in the Southern Hemisphere
we may be lucky that our winters are not
as severe as they are in other parts of the
world but our animals still have to adapt to
this colder season.
You’ll possibly notice your pet’s appetite
will increase during winter. This is
especially true in outside pets that will use
more energy to keep warm. If your pet is
especially energetic or active they may
benefit from a small increase in their daily
portion of food but keep a close eye on
their weight ensuring they are nourished,
but not overfed. As always, check that
your pet has an adequate supply of clean,
fresh water.
It’s vital for us all to keep moving during the
colder months. Get your pet warmed up
and active by encouraging them to walk or
play with you. There’s nothing like a brisk
walk in the park or a game of chasing string
to get the blood pumping. Not only will your
furry buddy love you for it, you’ll be feeling
fantastic in no time too.
If your pet spends the majority of their time
outside then proper outdoor housing is a
must. There is a fantastic range of kennels
for dogs and enclosures for cats that offer
rain, frost and wind protection. Make
sure the housing is placed away from the
seasonal elements in a position where they
feel secure and cosy and fill it with warm
dry blankets that are washed regularly.
Whether inside or outside, it’s important
that your pet’s bedding is raised off the
floor and away from cold drafts including
the door ways of kennels. Particularly cold

winters days can be uncomfortable for slim,
younger or older animals. Try placing a hot
water bottle with warm water into your pet’s
bedding. As a caution for pets who love to
chew, only use warm water and if you have
any doubts there are other options such as
heating discs and pads.
You can also indulge your pet by making
or buying warm clothing for them to wear.
Cats don’t usually like jackets but shorthaired or smaller dogs that lose body heat
rapidly can benefit hugely from a jacket
in winter.
If your pet is struggling to get out of bed then
it could be a sign of arthritis or an age related
disease. Often these problems are provoked
by cold weather and 6-monthly check-ups
are recommended, particularly if your pet is
showing signs of ageing. If you are unsure
about your pet in winter, notice shivering or
lethargy you should consult a qualified vet
who can provide advice to ensure your pet
remains warm, happy and healthy.

Latest research: Health
benefits of dog ownership

Beautiful lilies….
hidden dangers

In case you need another reason to own a
pet, recent research has again shown the
ongoing benefits.

Who doesn’t enjoy having a few vases of
flowers in the house?

For adults 60 years of age or more, walking
is the most common form of physical
activity because it is self-paced, low
impact and does not require equipment.
Researchers at the University of Missouri
have determined that older adults who are
also dog owners benefit from the bonds
they form with their furry companions. Dog
walking is associated with lower body mass
index, fewer doctor visits, more frequent
exercise and an increase in social benefits

Inquisitive pets, especially puppies and
kittens that are teething, love to explore
and may chew on branches and leaves.
Although lilies are flowers commonly
used in floral arrangements, many cat
owners are unaware of lily intoxication as
a potential cause of kidney failure in cats.
Indoor cats, especially kittens, may be
drawn to floral arrangements as they are a
unique feature in an otherwise very familiar
environment. In the course of investigating
the flowers, the cats may play with and

sometimes chew parts of the plant. This
could easily go unnoticed by owners, or
may occur while the cat is alone at home.
Similarly, cats with access to lilies growing
outdoors in domestic gardens may be at
risk, so careful questioning regarding the
presence of the plant or flowers is always
warranted when a vet is investigating
kidney failure in cats.
However, it’s not all lilies that are a
problem. There are no current concerns
with belladonna lilies, canna lilies or lily of
the valley. But members of the lilium and
hemerocallis genera are the ones that are
toxic to cats which include Easter lilies,
Christmas lilies, tiger lilies and day lilies.
The toxic substance in these lilies that
injures the kidneys has not been identified,

for seniors.
The study analysed 2012 data from the
Health and Retirement Study sponsored by
the National Institute on Aging and the Social
Security Administration. The study included
data about human-animal interactions,
physical activity, doctor visit frequency and
health outcomes of the participants.
The results showed that dog ownership
and walking were related to increases in
physical health among older adults. The
study also indicated that people with higher
degrees of pet bonding were more likely
to walk their dogs and to spend more time
walking their dogs each time than those
who reported weaker bonds. Additionally,
the study showed that dog walking offers a
way to socialise with pet owners and others.
It would seem that pet owners really do live
healthier and happier lives!
Reference: University of Missouri Health. “Senior
adults can see health benefits from dog ownership.”
ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 20 April 2016.

Play time Photo competition
Be in to WIN a pure silver pendant and chain
from silver pet prints valued at $215
Send us a photo of your pet enjoying their play time and you could be a winner.
Simply email us a picture of your pet enjoying their play time to:
cliniccompetition@gmail.com
Make sure to tell us your pet’s name, your name, address, phone number and
the clinic you attend. Please make the subject ‘Winter Pet Competition’.
The winning photo will be published in the Summer issue of Your Vet and the winning
pet owner shall receive a Silver Pet Prints pendant and chain.
Entries must be received by 31/08/2016.

THAT’S IT! GOOD LUCK!

www.silverpetprints.com

but all parts of the lily are poisonous flowers, stamen, stem, leaves and roots,
even if just a very small part is ingested.
The toxic dose is unknown, but thought
to be reached by ingestion of very small
amounts of material. In dogs, eating lilies
will probably only result in a stomach
upset. Cats seem to be unique amongst
domestic pets in their susceptibility to this
intoxication, possibly due to differences in
their metabolism.

DID YOU KNOW?
Conjunctivitis in cats

ill. At this time the patient may drink much
more than usual, or become extremely
dehydrated. If this stage is left untreated,
a cat can die in 3 to 7 days.
A cat that is suspected of ingesting lilies
should be taken to a vet immediately. Your
vet can diagnose the presence of acute
renal failure using blood tests, urine tests,
an ultrasound examination and possibly
a needle biopsy of the kidneys. Although
there is no specific test that can identify
lily intoxication as the cause with certainty,
there are characteristic laboratory findings
that make the diagnosis likely if supported
by evidence of lily ingestion. The treatment
for lily intoxication is intensive, typically
involving intravenous fluid therapy and
hospitalisation for several days.

Signs of poisoning include lethargy,
depression and vomiting and if untreated,
acute kidney or renal failure will occur and
potentially death. The onset is usually
within 2 hours.
Although an affected cat is likely to remain
depressed, they may appear to improve,
briefly (with or without symptomatic
treatment) as the gastrointestinal signs
abate. It is likely, however, that acute renal
failure will develop within 24 to 72 hour at
which time the cat will become critically

Do not delay a visit to your vet if you
believe your cat may have ingested
some lily, as cats treated within 18 hours
of exposure to a toxic lily generally
recover well.

Conjunctivitis refers to the inflammation
of the moist tissues in a cat’s eye.
The problem may affect one or both eyes
and the symptoms may be any or all of
the following:
• Persistent squinting
• Redness of the eye tissue
• Regular and excessive blinking

Each of the words can be found in this issue
of Your vet. Answers are on the back page.

• Fluid build up in the eye
• Eye discharge
• Upper respiratory infection

Down:

Across:

1.

4.

This safe option secures your dog by
linking to the seatbelt.
Word used to describe inflammation of
the moist tissues in the eyes.
Dogs allowed to travel in a vehicle like
this can be distracting and unsafe.
If your pet is unwell, your vet can
provide this and the correct treatment.
Certain varieties of this flower can cause
serious illness and even death in cats.

2.
3.
7.
9.

Research shows that there are benefits
from doing what with your dog?
5. It’s important for this to be raised off the
floor.
6. During winter, you might notice your
pet’s what increases?
8. It’s illegal to own a turtle in Western
Australia and which other state?
10. Turtles are part of this species of fauna.
11. The Eastern snake-necked turtle can
grow up to 30cm in ....?
1

2

3

Conjunctivitis in cats is almost always
caused by infection. There are several
viruses that can cause conjunctivitis - one
of the most common being the herpes
virus. In addition, allergies can cause the
eyes to react in a similar way, as can the
presence of a foreign particle or an injury
to the eye.
Treatment is ultimately based on the
underlying cause of the condition.
If

4

there

is

a

suspected

food

or

environmental allergen causing the

5

infection, the issue should clear up when

6

the identified allergen is removed from
the cat’s environment. If the infection
7

is due to a virus, there are some
commonly

prescribed

medications

to manage the inflammation, while

8

secondary

9

bacterial

infections

are

generally treated with antibiotics.
10
11

It is strongly suggested that you consult
your veterinarian for a definite diagnosis
for all eye problems. By ensuring your
cat receives the correct diagnosis and
treatment, you lessen the risk of any
permanent damage.

turtle may be as small as a coin, but they
can grow up to 30cm in diameter. These are
an ideal turtle to begin with because they
are indigenous to Australia, are relatively
easy to maintain and have a lovely, placid
temperament.

TURTLE TIME!
A turtle can be a fascinating, educational
and enjoyable pet to own. However, they
do have species specific requirements that
must be met for them to lead a healthy life
in captive conditions.
All reptiles, including turtles, are protected
under the National Parks and Wildlife Act. It
is legal to own a turtle in Australia, except
for in the states of Tasmania and Western
Australia. Keeping native (freshwater) turtles
as pets requires special care and is subject
to permit or licensing restrictions. These vary
between states and territories so you need
to contact your state/territory government to
find out what restrictions apply.

It is illegal in all states to take a turtle
from the wild. This law has been created
in order to protect them from the threat of
extinction. A good way to buy a turtle in
Australia is to first contact the local branch
of the Australian Herpetological Society.
Their members will have turtles to sell and
can teach you everything you need to know
about the care of turtles from the society.
The most commonly owned turtle is the
Eastern snake-necked turtle, also called a
long-necked turtle. A young snake-necked

CAR SAFETY

RSPCA statistics reveal about 5000 dogs
each year are injured or killed in Australia
as a result of falling from a moving vehicle.
However, never attach a car restraint to your
dog’s collar as too much sudden pressure
on the neck can be very dangerous.
There are a large range of options available
to restrain dogs comfortably and safely
during travel. A safe option is to use a car
harness that secures your dog by linking to
the seat belt. However, do not allow your
pets to travel on the front passenger seat if
your car is fitted with airbags as this could
be fatal for your pet in an accident.

As with all pets, it’s important to do plenty
of research before you consider owning
a turtle, so learn everything you need to
know about its care and feeding before you
take one home.

PRACTICE UPDATE
MEET THE VET

Just like you, your dog’s safety is compromised when not wearing a seat belt in the car.
Unrestrained dogs can be distracting which can cause accidents.
Rules introduced in Australia in 2013
prohibit a pet being in the driver’s area
of a vehicle for this reason. Restraining
your dog will provide a number of
safety benefits to both your dog and the
occupants of the vehicle.

Owning a turtle can be a very rewarding
experience for everyone involved. But do
keep in mind that turtles require special
care and live for many years, so deciding
to look after one is a big commitment.

For dogs travelling in the rear seat area of
the vehicle you can use a hammock seat
cover or front seat barrier to restrict access
to the front seats. These can be used in
combination with the harness for extra
safety. For smaller dogs and cats special
seats or pet baskets are another option.
Dogs can travel in the open cargo area of a
wagon type vehicle behind a cargo barrier
or in a travelling crate. However, make sure
they have enough room to sit, stand, turn
around easily and lie down in a comfortable
position. It’s also vital to ensure there is
enough ventilation and airflow.
Take the time to ensure your pets are
safely secured next time you head out. It
only takes a moment to secure your furry
family member properly, but it can make
a significant difference to both your safety
and theirs.

My name is Kano,
I studied at UQ and
have practiced as
a vet in Canberra
and Brisbane. I am
originally from Japan
and being a vet was
always my dream! I
love Australia’s rich
nature and wildlife and how laid back people are.
I enjoy meeting all sorts of different animals and
their owners each day and love being able to help
keep your pets healthy.

NEW X-RAY MACHINE IS HERE!
We have very exciting
news - we have got
a new x-ray machine!
We’ve also upgraded
our x-ray software
which has already
improved the image
quality significantly
and has been a great
help in assisting with diagnostics.
X-rays are a very useful and non-invasive
way of diagnosing problems in your furry
friends. They are useful in both soft tissue and
orthopaedic conditions, such as diagnosing
intestinal obstruction, evaluation of the joints and
assessing heart and lungs.
We also have a dental x-ray which is a smaller
version of the normal x-ray, specifically designed
to assist with dental assessment. Did you know
that tooth roots can be twice as long as the
crown? This means it’s important to take dental
x-rays to truly assess the health of your pet’s teeth.

ULTRASOUND
We also have a fantastic ultrasound machine at
our Arana Hills clinic. Ultrasound is a sensitive
and non-invasive way of diagnosing many
conditions and can be used to obtain biopsies
without needing surgery. We perform many
ultrasounds ourselves but also work closely with
specialists who are able to come to our clinics to
perform ultrasound tests for very complex cases.
This means it’s a lot less stressful for you and your
pets for the specialist comes to you at our clinic.

crossword
ANSWERS

Across: 4. Walking 5. Bedding 6. Appetite 8. Tasmania 10. Reptiles
11. Diameter
Down:

1. Harness 2. Conjunctivitis 3. Unrestrained 7. Diagnosis 9. Lilies

